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The recently reported difficulties experienced by Quest
Laboratories (1 ) have once again highlighted concerns
about the reliability of 25-hydroxyvitamin D (25-OH-
D)2 results, particularly those generated by liquid chro-
matography–tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/
MS), the method used by Quest. In the New York Times
article of January 8, 2009 (1 ), a spokesman for Quest
admitted that some erroneous results were reported
because of problems with calibration and that some of
their laboratories “did not always follow proper proce-
dures.” One suspects these shortcomings were influ-
enced by the eye-watering number of 25-OH-D re-
quests received by Quest: 500 000 per month according
to John Cannell, quoted in a pathologist’s newsletter
(2 ). This unfortunate episode dramatically emphasizes
the need for a rigorous internal quality-assurance sys-
tem. Such a system must include a role for a quality
manager (preferably independent) who should be re-
sponsible for the monitoring of internal quality con-
trols and the results of external proficiency-testing
schemes. Some of us learned of the Quest problem
through John Cannell’s Vitamin D Council newsletter
sent out in July 2008 (3 ). In the same issue, he was
promoting, without apparent irony, a commercial kit
designed to “accurately” measure 25-OH-D in patient-
generated blood spots, a technique that cannot easily
be monitored by external proficiency-testing schemes.

Those of us who work in clinical laboratories know
that “stuff happens.” At some stage in our careers,
many of us will probably have to contact clinical col-
leagues to admit reporting errors of some sort, al-
though almost certainly not on the scale reported in the
New York Times. It is to Quest’s credit that they admit-
ted the problem and offered to repeat these analyses
free of charge.

It is important that the publicity given to Quest’s
problems not lead to LC-MS/MS being regarded as an
inherently unreliable technique. The introduction of
LC-MS/MS represents a hugely important develop-
ment in the evolution of 25-OH-D testing, as it has for
many other clinical analytes. It is a welcome antidote
to the onward march of ever-simpler methods that
have sacrificed analytical rigor on the altar of expedi-
ency. It is only a matter of time before the development
of a commercial, Food and Drug Administration–
approved LC-MS/MS “kit” that will presumably satisfy
those who rather dismissively refer to the technique as
a home-brew assay. It is worth remembering that the
widely used DiaSorin RIA kit was once the home-
brewed assay of a distinguished vitamin D research
scientist (4 ).

The suggestion that only the DiaSorin RIA kit
gives “accurate” results (5 ) and that by inference other
methods, including LC-MS/MS, are inaccurate is not
based on evidence. The international Vitamin D Exter-
nal Quality Assessment Scheme (DEQAS) has been
monitoring 25-OH-D assays for 2 decades, with indi-
vidual results and method means compared with a
consensus mean [All-Laboratory Trimmed Mean
(ALTM)]. We originally showed this approach to be a
good surrogate for values obtained by a rigorous
GC-MS method (6 ). Now, however, the scheme has
many more participants who use a wider variety of
methods, and the ALTM can no longer be regarded as
the accurate or “true” value. This point was eloquently
made by Lensmeyer et al. (7 ) in response to a sugges-
tion that the DiaSorin RIA method gave accurate re-
sults because the method mean was close to the ALTM
(5 ).

Intuitively, the specificity afforded by mass spec-
trometry might be regarded as imbuing LC-MS/MS
with greater accuracy than immunoassays, but as with
all higher-technology methods, it is a technique requir-
ing the skills of an experienced analyst. The use of in-
experienced analysts might contribute to the rather
high interlaboratory imprecision of LC-MS/MS– gen-
erated results, although the LC-MS/MS results submit-
ted for the October 2008 distribution of DEQAS (Table
1) show interlaboratory CVs to be no worse than for
most immunoassays.

Calibration errors are clearly a potential problem,
and 2 recent studies (8, 9 ) have demonstrated the im-
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provement in interlaboratory precision that can be
achieved when laboratories use the same calibrator for
LC-MS/MS assays. Unfortunately, existing commer-
cial suppliers of calibrators and controls are unwilling
to divulge details of their manufacture; however, the
NIST is producing reference sera (SRM 972) with val-
ues assigned by LC-MS/MS (10 ). This action should be
helpful in assessing the accuracy of 25-OH-D methods.
NIST is also producing solvent-based calibrators (SRM
2972), an approach that potentially offers a way of stan-
dardizing to an accurate primary reference the calibra-
tion of HPLC and LC-MS/MS assays. The reference
materials should be available during 2009.

One perceived disadvantage of LC-MS/MS assays
is that they were not used for the clinical studies on
which current 25-OH-D reference data are based. For
this reason, LC-MS/MS users have been advised to cal-
ibrate their assays against the DiaSorin RIA, a method
that has been widely used in epidemiologic surveys
(11 ). This approach is unsatisfactory for at least 3
reasons.

First, in practice, calibration to an RIA would
mean applying an average correction factor to each re-
sult. Bland–Altman difference plots often reveal a large
spread of results when one or both of the 25-OH-D
methods are immunoassays (12, 13 ). In one study that
compared LC-MS/MS to the DiaSorin RIA, the differ-
ences between LC-MS/MS results and the mean of both
methods spanned a broad range [�40 nmol/L to 40
nmol/L (�16 �g/L to 16 �g/L)] (12 ).

Second, the near future will see the arrival of
the long-awaited Reference Measurement Procedure
(RMP) for 25-OH-D, which will almost certainly be
based on mass spectrometry. If the present differences
between immunoassays and LC-MS/MS results are

confirmed, immunoassay manufacturers will surely
have no option but to recalibrate their methods against
the RMP. The vitamin D community will then have to
accept that some 25-OH-D results obtained in the past
by the methods available at the time are simply wrong.

Third, immunoassay kits are subject to perfor-
mance changes over time, perhaps due to the reformu-
lation of standards or reagents (a change of antibody
being an extreme example of the latter). Manufacturers
implicitly acknowledge such changes when they “reca-
librate” their kits, presumably by allocating different
values to their standards, to bring sample results into
line with another method. Immunodiagnostic Systems
(IDS) recalibrated their 25-OH-D enzyme immunoas-
say in 2006 after both DEQAS and internal QC data
revealed a significant positive bias from their RIA
method; DiaSorin recently modified their automated
Liaison assay, a method used by an increasing number
of DiaSorin customers, including LabCorp, a major
competitor of Quest Diagnostics. DEQAS results re-
vealed the modified assay to have a mean negative bias
against the DiaSorin RIA of approximately 5% during
the April 2007 to January 2008 distribution cycle; the
bias is still evident in the results for October 2008
(Table 1). Such “methodologic drift” caused by assay
reformulations complicates data interpretation in
long-term surveys such as the National Health and Nu-
trition Examination Survey (NHANES) (14 ). Nonim-
munoassay methods such as LC-MS/MS should be less
vulnerable to long-term performance change, prob-
lems with calibration notwithstanding.

Until a new body of data is collected with assays
calibrated against an accepted RMP, 25-OH-D results
should be interpreted with due regard to methodologic
differences and without recourse to “fudge factors,”

Table 1. Method means and ALTM for the 5 samples distributed by DEQAS in October 2008.

Mean 25-OH-D concentration, nmol/L (CV)

Sample no. 341 342 343 344 345

Method

DiaSorin RIA (n � 40) 52.0 (18%) 80.4 (18%) 106.5 (16%) 37.8 (21%) 62.3 (17%)

DiaSorin Liaison Ta (n � 144) 52.2 (15%) 75.8 (15%) 103.7 (14%) 31.0 (17%) 58.6 (15%)

IDS RIA (n � 29) 56.9 (15%) 89.6 (15%) 128.8 (15%) 39.1 (14%) 67.3 (14%)

IDS EIA (n � 84) 55.1 (13%) 83.6 (15%) 111.4 (17%) 34.8 (13%) 62.4 (16%)

IDS EIA, automated (n � 32) 56.8 (12%) 85.9 (15%) 113.6 (16%) 36.4 (13%) 63.1 (12%)

Roche 25-OH-D3 (n � 26) 53.0 (14%) 75.0 (11%) 94.3 (12%) 43.4 (15%) 57.2 (15%)

HPLC (n � 16) 58.7 (25%) 94.3 (20%) 124.4 (21%) 38.9 (17%) 66.6 (18%)

LC-MS/MS (n � 39) 56.5 (15%) 94.5 (13%) 125.4 (13%) 39.6 (14%) 66.3 (18%)

ALTM (n � 437) 54.2 (15%) 81.8 (17%) 109.9 (17%) 35.2 (20%) 61.6 (16%)

a DiaSorin Liaison Total; EIA, enzyme immunoassay.
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which are inherently unreliable. Adjusting LC-MS/MS
results to match those of any immunoassay, however
well established, would no doubt be described as prag-
matic, but I believe that most clinical chemists would
share my belief that it is more akin to “cooking the
books” (albeit with the best of intentions). Given the
interlaboratory imprecision of most 25-OH-D meth-
ods (Table 1), the problem of method-related differ-
ences may have been overstated.

My experience in organizing DEQAS has con-
vinced me that no analyst or method has a monopoly
on virtue in the field of 25-OH-D measurements. The
Quest affair has engendered a distinct whiff of schaden-
freude in some quarters. Before the whiff turns into a
stench, perhaps we should remind ourselves that only
God knows whether a result (for any analyte) is the true
value, an aphorism users of the late and unlamented

Nichols Advantage method will probably endorse. We
must hope that the advent of an RMP for 25-OH-D will
bring us a little closer to analytical nirvana.
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